
set the stage for events that sparkle with the magic of  

hollywood at nbcuniversal: exciting venue options,  

an innovative special events team and the scene 

stealing culinary genius of wolfgang puck 

 

From planning, organization, staffing and rentals, to 

menu customization and attention to every detail, 

you can trust Wolfgang Puck Catering’s expert 

guidance to help you in creating events with your 

own signature style. At Wolfgang Puck Catering, 

our cuisine begins and ends with fresh,  

seasonal ingredients. Our team provides 

the award winning dining experience 

that Wolfgang Puck and his world-class 

restaurants are famous for. Our goal is to 

make you the consummate host.



commissary

Adjacent to The Grill, the Commissary 

is a spacious modern venue that can 

be easily transformed to match any 

guest’s theme. This room connects to 

a beautifully lit patio that is perfect 

for cocktail parties.

seated 200  reception 300

european square

Located at the base of European Street, 

this intimate square is decorated  

with wrought iron reminiscent of  

a French courtyard.

seated 300  reception 500

the studio grill

This upscale restaurant patronized  

by Hollywood’s elite features a  

contemporary design and adaptable  

layout for cocktail parties and 

sit-down dinners.

seated 175  reception 250

european street

The cobblestone streets of Europe  

beckon in this charming site with  

half-timbered houses and quaint shops. 

For added versatility, European Street  

is often combined with Spartacus  

Square allowing themed areas for  

large scale events.

seated 300  reception 800

western & denver streets

Once these streets were home to  

such legendary film stars as John 

Wayne, Tom Mix, James Stewart  

and Marlene Dietrich. 

seated 300  reception 500

new york/metropolitan area

This expansive outdoor venue allows 

large scale events to involve the entire 

location or scale the event to one 

of the classic neighborhoods. The 

neighborhoods include Wall Street,  

the Broadway Theater District, West 

Village, Modern and Brownstone Street. 

To further entice your guests, there  

is Paris & London Squares along with 

Courthouse Square which was the 

shooting location for To Kill 

 A Mockingbird and the Back  

to the Future films.

seated 2,500  reception 3,000

Home to countless classic films,  

hit TV shows and Hollywood legends, 

NBCUniversal is the perfect place for:  

Private Parties, Corporate Functions, 

Product Launches, Charity Galas  

and Fundraisers, Anniversary  

Celebrations, Bar and Bat Mitzvahs.



commissary

Adjacent to The Grill, the Commissary 

is a spacious modern venue that can 

be easily transformed to match any 

guest’s theme. This room connects to 

a beautifully lit patio that is perfect 

for cocktail parties.

seated 200  reception 300

european square

Located at the base of European Street, 

this intimate square is decorated  

with wrought iron reminiscent of  

a French courtyard.

seated 300  reception 500

the studio grill

This upscale restaurant patronized  

by Hollywood’s elite features a  

contemporary design and adaptable  

layout for cocktail parties and 

sit-down dinners.

seated 175  reception 250

european street

The cobblestone streets of Europe  

beckon in this charming site with  

half-timbered houses and quaint shops. 

For added versatility, European Street  

is often combined with Spartacus  

Square allowing themed areas for  

large scale events.

seated 300  reception 800

western & denver streets

Once these streets were home to  

such legendary film stars as John 

Wayne, Tom Mix, James Stewart  

and Marlene Dietrich. 

seated 300  reception 500

new york/metropolitan area

This expansive outdoor venue allows 

large scale events to involve the entire 

location or scale the event to one 

of the classic neighborhoods. The 

neighborhoods include Wall Street,  

the Broadway Theater District, West 

Village, Modern and Brownstone Street. 

To further entice your guests, there  

is Paris & London Squares along with 

Courthouse Square which was the 

shooting location for To Kill 

 A Mockingbird and the Back  

to the Future films.

seated 2,500  reception 3,000

commissary patio

This outdoor space can be  

used in conjunction with  

The Grill and Commissary  

venues for a cocktail hour or  

as a stand alone space to enjoy  

warm California evenings. 

seated 175  reception 250

hollywood terrace

Nestled in the heart of Universal’s  

backlot, this outdoor event deck  

offers breathtaking views of the  

San Fernando Valley.

seated 400  reception 800

courthouse square

Popularized by the Back to the  

Future films, Courthouse Square  

offers a Main Street USA experience  

with a town square complete  

with a gaze.

seated 600  reception 1,000

sound stages

Many famous Universal films have  

shot on these historic stages. Universal 

boasts 29 sound stages ranging in size 

from 6,000 sq. ft. to 35,000 sq. ft.  

These filming stages are a blank canvas 

ready to be customized to  

accommodate any event forum.

depending on stage, capacity 1,200

paris & london squares

Paris & London Squares provide a  

timeless backdrop of an exclusive  

neighborhood from these  

world class cities.

seated 600  reception 800

theaters

Our newly renovated state-of-the art  

theaters can project any digital, film  

or tape format or a simple PowerPoint   

presentation with crystal clear picture 

and pure sound.  For receptions or  

break out sessions, the Theaters are  

conveniently located near The Grill  

and the Commissary.

theater 1 | theater 2 | theater 3

2K DCI Compliant Projector.  

3D and 2D Digital Cinema.  

HD and SD tape formats.  

2K DPX files. 35 MM.

capacity 80 | 160 | 170

west  
village  

street

Provides a  

traditional  

urban New York  

neighborhood.

seated 300

reception 500

court of miracles

Once the home of  

Universal’s famous  

monster movies of the 

1930s and 1940s, Court  

of Miracles provides a rustic  

allure with a cobblestone 

square and griffin fountain.

seated 150  reception 200

mexican street

Fiesta! This setting invokes  

the feeling of a small village  

in the heart of old Mexico.

seated 300  reception 500

spartacus square

This grand plaza is surrounded by  

an array of European style facades  

and beautiful lanscaping.

seated 900  reception 1,500

brownstone street/central park

A sought after location for such shows as  

The Voice, The Mindy Project, and Parenthood,  

this venue gives the feel of a gracious Upper West  

Side neighborhood across from a lovely city park.

seated 800  reception 1,000



wolfgang puck catering at nbcuniversal  

100 universal city plaza, universal city, ca 91608 

t 213.763.5408 | events@wolfgangpuck.com 

wolfgangpuck.com




